PSALMS 119:10
WITH MY WHOLE HEART I
SEEK YOU; LET ME NOT
WANDER FROM YOUR
INSTRUCTIONS!
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A Slight Detour- Understanding Honor and Shame
We should have addressed this before we started the
Instructions dealing with man’s actions toward man which is
ultimately a reflection of how in sync we are with Yahuah.
Here in the west we can clearly see all around us that
what we view as shameful or honorable is based on a
completely different scale than Yahuah’s. That is a big
problem. Yahuah confirms this:
Isa 55:8 “For My thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are
your ways My ways,” declares יהוה.
Isa 55:9 “For as the heavens are higher than the earth, so
are My ways higher than your ways, and My thoughts than
your thoughts.

As always, anything written in comic sans font, we inserted in
articles as corrections or are our narration.
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In the first two parts we put Yahuah’s words in context and
got to unlock more insight on Honor and Shame. As always,
Yahuah is teaching us that when we follow His path, then we
will be given everything we need.
Isa 55:1 “Oh everyone who thirsts, come to the waters. And you who
have no silver, come, separate into small portions and eat. Come,
separate into small portions the wine and milk without silver and without
price.

As we separated Yahuah’s word
into smaller pieces – We found
clearly how Yahuah nourishes His
children and His expectations for
us to stay “under His tent”.

When Yahuah calls the thirsty ones to come to the water, it is as a
shepherd leading His thirsty flock to life sustaining refreshment. We
found it is no ordinary water. It is the cleansing, transformative,
living water. The Torah. Remember- Everyone is thirsty!

We reviewed the word repeated twice in YahshaYahu 55:2Shama. Strong’s H8085 and one of our favorite words. In the
Pictograph we found the water and nourishment aspect of this
word. Nothing with Yahuah is a coincidence- It is a PATTERN.
Most often missed because of the way “works” has been
denigrated by Christianity, Yahuah and the Hebrew language
He created should compel us to respond to what those
scriptures are pointing out. If you are talking to someone and
get no response.. Just the sound of Crickets.. What is your
reaction?

• Maybe they didn’t hear you?
• Maybe they were not paying attention?
• Maybe they did not agree with you and so are not saying
anything that may spark a discussion?
• Maybe they don’t think you know what your are talking
about and in fact are silently dismissing you?
• Maybe they are not interested in what you said?.
• If they are not interested in what you said, you can be sure
they will not act upon anything you said.

Is it not reasonable to think Yahuah see’s it the same way?
This is why in the very fabric of His language it is built upon
the expectation that a response is needed. This is so that a
deeper understanding can be achieved and questions can be
answered.
There is not one parent or wife or teacher or boss that has
not expressed the frustration of “silent dismissal” or no
response, with the phrase “Did you hear what I said?” “Are
you paying attention?”

So when Yahuah doubles a word in a sentence that already
means to pay attention and that He is expecting a response, it
means He is not kidding! Pay Attention!

Isa 55:3 “Incline your ear, and come to Me. Hear (Shama), so
that your being lives. And I will make an everlasting covenant
with you, the trustworthy kindnesses of Daviḏ. 55:4 “See, I have
given Him as a witness (to present evidence) to the people, a
Leader and a Commander for the people.
The people in Scripture that Yahuah gives us as examples
to learn from, either what to avoid or what to emulate, is
so that we can take advantage of the everlasting Covenant
He is offering the thirsty. We must learn to convert our
shame into honor and Yahuah has lovingly given us patterns
of how to recognize which state we are in and how to
restore our relationships.

To find favor, pity or mercy from Yahuah is the reaction on
His part that brings us back into honor with Him. It’s The
Power of Yahuah’s Words that bring changes. Never
underestimate the power of Yahuah’s Word to change a
person’s life, to change your life when nothing else can or will.
“so is My Word that goes forth from My mouth – it does not return
to Me empty, but shall do what I please, and shall certainly
accomplish what I sent it for. (Isaiah 55:11).

We must trust that we are not in this alone and Yahuah does
not expect us to “wing” it. We ask for guidance and wisdom.
Then the Ruach can perform the miracle of keeping us on
track while being joyful, patient, fearless and trusting that
either Yahuah has caused our surroundings or is allowing it for
a more beneficial outcome for His children with whom He is in
Covenant with.

Are we still stuck in some Greek mind-set that is
clouding our walk with Yahuah? When we do this, are
we being double minded? What does the Scriptures say
about this?

Hebrew language
and culture is
based on action.
Greek is based on
talk. Yac'cob or
James puts it this
way (in most
translations):

Jas 2:14 My brothers, what use is it for anyone to say he has belief but does not
have works? This belief is unable to save him.
Jas 2:17 So also belief, if it does not have works, is in itself dead. 2:18 But
someone might say, “You have belief, and I have works.” Show me your belief
without your works, and I shall show you my belief by my works. 2:19 You believe
that Elohim is one. You do well. The demons also believe – and shudder! 2:20 But
do you wish to know, O foolish man, that the belief without the works is dead?
Jas 2:24 You see, then, that a man is declared right by works, and not by belief
alone. Jas 2:25 In the same way, was not Raḥaḇ the whore also declared right by
works when she received the messengers and sent them out another way? Jas
2:26 For as the body without the spirit is dead, so also the belief is dead without
the works.

Even with the Greek mindset, Yac'cobs message comes through loud and
clear about thoughts (belief verses action). Consider this:
The Greek word that has been translated “belief” is obviously in line with the
Greek mindset of internalizing the display of being in Covenant instead of the
Hebrew externalizing the display of being in Covenant.
Hebrew Examples of External displays
Literal interaction with Yahuah/
physically engaged in doing His will

Greek Examples of internal displays
wrote books / philosophy /
influencers

But we need more clarity, after all this does affect how we “walk” (action) on
the Covenant Path. Below is the word Pis-tis G4102 that was translated “belief
and believe” in Yac'cobs letter. Notice it comes from the root word G3982 Pitho so we need to start there and interestingly enough it is a verb (action)
verses a noun. Remember most Hebrew words are verbs. Good confirmation.

This definition has the same pattern
as the Hebrew word ShamaListening to Yahuah, (also
incorrectly as we pointed out
translated “obey”). Being persuaded
by Yahuah’s words of wisdom, then
Yahuah expects an answer. He
expects if you have heard Him, you
will have the confidence and TRUST
(put this word on a post it note in
your brain) to comply. He wants us
to do something. We change our
thinking, which changes our
behavior, an external expression of
our TRUST in Yahuah. Boom!
Now we know what the
foundational meaning of the
word Pis-tis is, let’s build on
that.

The cool thing about Thayer’s Greek Lexicon on Blue letter Bible is that most
often it will give you a corresponding word in Hebrew taken from the
Septuagint. Not a fan of the Septuagint except in using it as a Greek to
Hebrew dictionary. Then it can be very valuable.

Since Yac'cob was Hebrew, we really don’t
care much about digging into the aspect
of the wrong mindset- Right? We are
reverse translating here. We have 3
Hebrew words listed below with the
common aspect of Aleph-Mem-Tau or
Aleph-Mem- Nun. For this we are going to
our favorite- Parkhurst. You can
download for free at the link below.
The Hebrew word is Em-u-nah
which is TRUST.

https://archive.org/details/hebrewenglishlex
00parkrich/page/86/mode/2up

Since Thayer said it was translated faith in the Septuagint, in Blue letter
bible we put in “faith” to find our word in the search bar and then looked
under the lexicon tab. Here we find 5 words and all 3 of our words are
represented except the last word with the silent Ha at the end. No worries.

We now have to
find the root
word and build
our foundation. In
this case it is the
2 letter root
Aleph-Mem.

This kind of trust at its
foundation is to feel supported,
sustained and confirmed. As a
child to it’s mother or as posts
and pillars foundations of a
building. Sounds pretty strong
and unconditional. This is what
Yahuah gives and what we need
to strive to feel.

We should then in the
image of Yahuah- be this
kind of support for our
Covenant family members
and those around us.
We would say “it’s set in
stone”. A done deal.
Unwavering truth. For
certain it will be beyond a
shadow of a doubt.
Unquestionable.

If we are to mirror Yahuah then
we need to develop a steadiness,
be constant in all situations
guided by Yahuah’s word and
therefore convey an outward flow
of stability for those around us.
They look to us as being
trustworthy as we look to
Yahuah.

Most relationships break up due to a lack of
trust! When we do not trust Him we are not
being faithful!

The true meaning of saying Amen
is giving praise to the pagan
Egyptian god Amen-Rah. Properly
its AH-MAIN. As you can see it
conveys, “so be it”. That is how
we should end our discussions
with Yahuah. His will be done. So
be it. Ah-main. It also adds the
flavor of Faithfulness! The
opposite is being a deserter. Of
course this makes sense, but do
we ever think that by not
trusting Yahuah we are
DESERTING HIM? Yikes!

To trust in Yahuah means
to have His constant
attention to nurse all our
issues. He is obligated to
take care of us. We are
obligated to be faithful to
Him and the Covenant, to
guard and protect it in our
lives and behavior. **
Mandela effect- Yikes!
As a relationship we see
in Scripture how this
goes' both ways. We
covered Psalms 91 in
depth that is a
testament to this word
Em-u-nah.

https://www.yahuwahsoasis.co
m/amplified-psalms.html

https://vimeo.com/193170053

We have learned that David is a witness to us, to
testify many things. Here is his thoughts on
Yahuah’s trustworthiness and what our expectations
should be of Him IF we are faithful to Yahuah.

Psa 91:1 He who dwells in the secret place of the Most High, Who
abides under the shadow of the Almighty, 91:2 He is saying of ,יהוה
“My refuge and my stronghold, My Eternal, in whom I trust!” 91:3
For He delivers you from the snare of a trapper, From the
destructive pestilence. Psa 91:4 He covers you with His feathers,
And under His wings you take refuge; His truth is a shield and armor.
91:5 You are not afraid of the dread by night, Of the arrow that
flies by day, 91:6 Of the pestilence that walks in darkness, Of
destruction that ravages at midday. 91:7 A thousand fall at your
side, And ten thousand at your right hand; But it does not come near
you. 91:8 Only with your eyes you look on, And see the reward of the
wrong ones. 91:9 Because you have made – יהוהMy refuge, the Most
High – your dwelling place, 91:10 No evil befalls you, And a plague
does not come near your tent; 91:11 For He commands His
messengers concerning you, To guard you in all your ways. 91:12 They
bear you up in their hands, Lest you dash your foot against a stone.
Psa 91:13 You tread upon lion and cobra, Young lion and serpent you
trample under foot. 91:14 “Because he cleaves to Me in love,
Therefore I deliver him; I set him on high, Because he has known My
Name. 91:15 “When he calls on Me, I answer him; I am with him in
distress; I deliver him and esteem him. 91:16 “With long life I
satisfy him, And show him My deliverance.”

More benefits.

When we apply this as
looking to Yahuah we see
that it causes our
thinking to expand and
we can articulate to
others with a strong
foundation.

Instead of belief which is not based on fact but a wringing of hands hope,
Trust or EM-U-NAH as we have seen is based on unwavering truth, infallible
stability, over arching protective care, proven truth, set in stone,
EXPECTATION.
Example, you are waiting for a check in in the mail. Which word gives you
more certainty and peace it will arrive? Hope or Expecting. If someone
gives you a present and you have been dropping hints, do you Expect that
they picked up on what you said? Or do you HOPE that they got you what
you want? That is the difference. Hope does not convey 100% certainty.
Yahuah is telling us if we cannot trust Him with the full meaning of Em-uNah, then we should have no hope He will fulfill the promise in Revelation.
No trust- no relationship; no relationship- no obligation on His part. It is
that important to understand why we need to work on this everyday.
That is why He tests us so we can see our own blind spots and correct
them. Coming to Him and His word for direction and Shalom.
Let’s carry this through with a few verses for clarity.

Jas 5:15 And the prayer of TRUST –EM-U-NAH shall save the sick, and the Master
shall raise him up. And if he has committed sins, he shall be forgiven.
1Pe 1:3 Blessed be Yahuah, Eternal and Father of our Master  יהושעMessiah, who
according to his great compassion has caused us to be born again to a living
expectation through the resurrection of  יהושעMessiah from the dead, 1Pe 1:4 to an
inheritance incorruptible and undefiled and unfading, having been kept in the
heavens for you, 1Pe 1:5 who are protected by the power of Yahuah through TrustEm-u-nah, for a deliverance ready to be revealed in the last time, 1Pe 1:6 in which
you exult, even though for a little while, if need be, you have been grieved by
manifold trials, 1Pe 1:7 in order that the proving of your trust-em-u-nah – much
more precious than gold that perishes, and proven by fire – might be found to result
in praise and respect and esteem at the revelation of  יהושעMessiah, 1Pe 1:8 whom
having not seen, you love; in whom you exult with unspeakable and esteemed joy,
yet not seeing, but believing, 1Pe 1:9 obtaining the goal of your trust-em-u-nah : a
deliverance of lives.

1Pe 1:13 Therefore, having girded up the loins of your mind, being sober, set your
expectation perfectly upon the favour that is to be brought to you at the revelation of
 יהושעMessiah, 1:14 as obedient children, not conforming yourselves to the former
lusts in your ignorance**, 1:15 instead, as the One who called you is set-apart, so
you also should become set-apart in all behavior, 1:16 because it has been written,
“Be set-apart, for I am set-apart.” 1:17 And if you call on the Father, who without
partiality judges according to each one’s work, pass the time of your sojourning in
reverence, knowing that you were redeemed from your futile way of life inherited
from your fathers, not with what is corruptible, silver or gold, 1:19 but with the
precious blood of Messiah, as of a lamb unblemished and spotless, 1:20 foreknown,
indeed, before the foundation of the world, but manifested in these last times for your
sakes, 1:21 who through him TRUST EM-U-NAH in Yahuah who raised him from the
dead and gave him esteem, so that your TRUST EM-U-NAH and expectation are in
YAHUAH. 1:22 Now that you have cleansed your lives in heeding the truth through
the Spirit to unfeigned brotherly love, love one another fervently with a clean heart,
1:23 having been born again – not of corruptible seed, but incorruptible – through
the living Word of Yahuah, which remains forever, 1:24 because “All flesh is as
grass, and all the esteem of man as the flower of the grass. The grass withers, and
its flower falls away, 1:25 but the Word of Yahuah remains forever.”1 And this is the
Word, announced as Good News to you. Footnote: 1Isa. 40:6-8.
**IGNORE- ANCE ** THINK ABOUT IT**
who without partiality- put that on a mental post it note…

1Pe 5:6 Humble yourselves, then, under the mighty hand of Yahuah, so that He
exalts you in due time, 5:7 casting all your worry upon Him, for He is concerned
about you. 5:8 Be sober, watch, because your adversary the devil walks about
like a roaring lion, seeking someone to devour. 5:9 Resist him, firm in the
TRUST EM-U-NAH, knowing that the same hardships are experienced by
your brotherhood in the world. 5:10 And the Eternal of all favour, who called
you to His everlasting esteem by Messiah יהושע, after you have suffered a
while, himself perfect, establish, strengthen, and will settle you. 5:11 To Him
(Yahuah) be the esteem and the might forever and ever. Amain- so be it
Now that we have established a firm understanding of what
Trust Em-u-nah is from Yahuah’s perspective, and the benefits
we receive from it, what is getting in the way of our shalom?
“who without partiality”- unstick that mental post it note… One
area it revolves around who is “the chosen”. Apparently Yahuah
has no other criteria than wanting US to be in and guarding our
walk in Covenant, trusting Him and loving Him with all our being,
heart, mind, soul. Man on the other hand has ignored this and is
trying to choose other criteria.

The Aramaic (a sister language of Hebrew) of the eyewitness letters are more
sometimes more faithful than the Greek : From the AENT by Andrew Gabriel Roth:
** Updated/Corrected in Yellow** The White is from “The Scriptures” 1998
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James 4:1 Where do fights and strivings come from among you? From where is it, that there
are among you arguments and conflicts? Do they not come from your pleasures that battle in
your members? Is it not from the lusts which war in your members? 4:2 You desire, and do not
have. You covet but do not possess; You murder, and are jealous, and are unable to obtain and
you kill and envy, and effect nothing: You strive and fight, and you do not possess, because you
do not ask. and you fight and make attacks; and you do not have, because you do not ask. 4:3
You ask and do not receive, because you ask evilly, in order to spend it on your pleasures. You
ask, and do not receive because you ask wickedly, that you may feed your lusts. 4:4 Adulterers
and adulteresses! Do you not know that friendship with the world is enmity with Eternal? You
adulterers, don’t you know that the love of the world is hatred towards Eternal? Whoever
therefore intends to be a friend of the world makes himself an enemy of Eternal. He therefore
who chooses to be a lover of this world is the enemy of Eternal. 4:5 Or do you think that the
Scripture speaks to no purpose? Or do you think that the Scripture has vainly said: Does the
Spirit which dwells in us intensely craves with envy? The spirit dwelling in us lusts with envy?
4:6 But He gives greater favour. But our Master (Yahuah) has given us more favor. Because of
this he says, “Eternal resists the proud, but gives favour to the humble.” Therefore he (Yahusha)
said: Master YHWH brings low the arrogant, and gives favor to the humble.
Not only are we not asking questions of Yahuah or when we do, we ask it with a
motive that is not pure. To feed our own desires, curiosities, one up-manship,
to possess what is not ours to have. Yahuah calls these people adulterers!
That takes us out of Covenant for missing the mark on instruction #7- but
Yahcob also mentions Murder, coveting.

Mathew Henry Commentary (with the Proper Name replaced)
III. We are taught to observe the
difference Yahuah makes between
pride and humility. Yahuah resists
the proud, but gives favor to the
humble, Jam_4:6. This is
represented as the language of
scripture in the Tanak ; for so it is
declared in the book of Psalms
that Yahuah will save the afflicted
people (if their spirits be suited to
their condition), but will bring down
high looks (Psa_18:27); and in the
book of Proverbs it is said, He
scorns the scorners, and gives
favor to the lowly, Pro_3:34. Two
things are here to be observed: 1. The disgrace cast upon the
proud: Yahuah resists them; the
Greek word, antitassetai, signifies,
Yahuah's setting himself as in
battle array against them; and can
there be a greater disgrace than
for Yahuah to proclaim a man a
rebel, an enemy, a traitor to his
crown and dignity, and to proceed
against him as such?
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The proud resists Yahuah; in his
understanding he resists the truths
of Yahuah; in his will he resists the
truths of Yahuah; in his will he
resists the instructions of Yahuah;
in his passions he resists the
providence of Yahuah; and
therefore no wonder that Yahuah
sets Himself against the proud. Let
proud spirits hear this and tremble
- Yahuah resists them. Who can
describe the wretched state of
those who make Yahuah their
enemy?

He will certainly fill with shame (sooner or
later) the faces of such as have filled their
hearts with pride. We should therefore resist
pride in our hearts, if we would not have
Yahuah to resist us. 2. The honor and help
Yahuah gives to the humble. Favor, as
opposed to disgrace, is honor. Where
Yahuah gives favor to be humble, there He
will give more favor. For to him that has, and
uses what he has right, more shall be given.
He will especially give more favor to the
humble, because they see their need of it,
will pray for it and be thankful for it; and such
shall have it.
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Asking this question out loud, like it is some big mystery, is in fact a witness against people,
since Yahuah over and over again states just who His chosen people are! But it is our pride
and arrogance that want to be MORE chosen, chosen first, more special etc that is causing
division and evil (going against the standard of Torah) to abound in peoples hearts. Racists
are people who define other people’s value by their race, or color of their skin. Yahuah
teaches and His called/people who have answered- understand, it is not something tangible
that you were born with that makes you “chosen”. Everyone is being called- make no mistake
in that! Being called and hearing His voice and responding comes from our attitude, gratitude
and our choosing to walk the outward walk on His designated path. Only 1 person has the
right to have been chosen by Yahuah solely due to his DNA or blood line and that is
YAHUSHA.

Did they miss this in their arrogance? ANYONE who wants to come is the same as
Yah’shara’al?

Those “fake Jews” were given
the responsibility of keeping the
Torah safe, Never loosing count
of the 7th day Sabbath, keeping
the understanding of the feasts
passed down and defending the
land and Temple and passed down
the history. They have done a
remarkable job and we owe them
a great debt of gratitude no
matter the pigment of their skin.
To drive home the point of this
foolishness, consider this. Yahuah does
choose a few specific people and or people
groups to be RESPONSIBLE for certain
tasks. If the African blacks are the “true
Israelites” why are they using the same
TORAH that was kept safe for thousands
of years by people who they claim are
“Fake Jews”?

IIf they are fake, where is the
real African Torah? We owe a
great debt to the Ethiopian
Yah'shara'al for keeping the
correct version of Enoch safe!
Obviously, that was part of
their responsibility.
Why aren’t both sides
embracing instead of causing
strife?

Meet the Samaritan Priest’s
The High Priest can trace his roots back to Aaron
He is not black. If Mosha was black why did Aaron
and Marion grumble about him being married to a
black Woman? Just asking. In reality none of this
makes any difference if you are called or chosen!

https://www.israelite-samaritans.com/history/

Since the 1970s their population has held
at about 800; they mostly live near the
Israeli city of Holon and Nablus in the West
Bank. All live in semi-isolation, marrying
only within their own community. They pray
in Hebrew but many adopted Arabic as
their vernacular after the Muslim conquest
of 636 CE. They are not Palestinian nor
fully considered Jewish. Those who reside
in Holon, near Tel Aviv, are fully integrated
members of Israeli society who speak
modern Hebrew and serve in the Israel
Defense Forces. Samaritans living in the
Palestinian controlled territory of the West
Bank are also integrated members of that
society, although they have reported
instances of discrimination for being
‘Jewish’. However, their religion is closely
intertwined with Judaism, connecting them
to millions of Jewish Israelis. The
Samaritans today worship in a synagogue,
speak ancient Hebrew, observe the
Sabbath, celebrate Jewish holidays,
although the dates differ and their holy text
is called the Samaritan Torah. They try to
stay neutral in regards to politics. ‘We
don’t go with Palestine, and we don’t go
with Israel,’ said Hosni Cohen, a Samaritan
priest, in a 2016 interview. ‘We must go
straight down the middle.’

Jas 2:5 Listen, my beloved brothers: Has Yahuah not chosen the poor of this world,
rich in TRUST-EM-U-NAH and heirs of the reign which He promised to those who
love Him? 2:6 But you have shown disrespect towards the poor man. Do not the
rich oppress you and drag you into the courts? 2:7 Do they not blaspheme that
good Name by which you are called? 2:8 If you truly accomplish the sovereign law
according to the Scripture, “You shall love your neighbor as yourself,” you do well,
2:9 but if you show partiality, you commit sin- missing the mark, being found guilty
by the Torah as transgressors. 2:10 For whoever shall guard all the Torah, and yet
stumble in one point, he is guilty of all.

Jas 4:7 So then subject yourselves to
Yahuah. Resist the devil1 and he shall flee
from you. Footnote: 1Or adversary. 4:8
Draw near to Yahuah and He shall draw
near to you. Cleanse hands, sinners. And
cleanse the hearts, you double-minded!
4:9 Lament and mourn and weep! Let your
laughter be turned to mourning and your
joy to dejection. 4:10 Humble yourselves
in the sight of the Master, and He shall lift
you up.

HANG ON YAHUAH IS DRIVING!!!
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Jas 1:2 My brothers, count it all joy when you fall
into various trials, 1:3 knowing that the proving of
your trust em-u-nah works endurance. 1:4 And let
endurance have a perfect work, so that you be
perfect and complete, lacking in naught. 1:5 If any
of you lacks wisdom, let him ask of Yahuah, who
gives to all generously and without reproach, and it
shall be given to him. 1:6 But he should ask in trust
em-u-nah, not doubting, for he who doubts is like a
wave of the sea driven and tossed by the wind. 1:7
For that man should not think that he shall receive
whatever from the Master – 1:8 he is a doubleminded man, unstable in all his ways.

1Pe 2:1 Having put aside, then, all evil, and all deceit, and hypocrisies, and
envying's, and all evil words, 2:2 as newborn babes, desire the unadulterated milk of
the Word, in order that you grow by it, 2:3 if indeed you have tasted that the Master
is good. 2:4 Drawing near to him, a living Stone – rejected indeed by men, but
chosen by Yahuah and precious – (confirmation Yahusha was chosen for a specific
task.) 2:5 you also, as living stones, are being built up, a spiritual house, a set-apart
priesthood, to offer up spiritual offerings acceptable to Yahuah through יהושעMessiah.
1Pe 2:6 Because it is contained in the Scripture, “See, I lay in Tsiyon a chief cornerstone, chosen, precious, and he who trusts in him shall by no means be put to
shame.” (Isa. 28:16). 2:7 This preciousness, then, is for you who trust; but to those
who are do not trust, 2:8 and “A stone of stumbling and a rock that makes for falling,”
who stumble because they are did not trust the Word, to which they also were
appointed

1 Pe 2:9 But you are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a set-apart nation, a people for
a possession, that you should proclaim the praises of Him who called you out of
darkness into His marvelous light,

1 Pe 2:9 But you are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a set-apart
nation, a people for a possession, that you should proclaim the
praises of Him who called you out of darkness into His marvelous
light,

1 Pe 2:9 But you are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a set-apart
nation, a people for a possession, that you should proclaim the
praises of Him who called you out of darkness into His marvelous
light,

1 Pe 2:9 But you are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a set-apart nation, a people
for a possession, that you should proclaim the praises of Him who called you out of
darkness into His marvelous light,

1 Pe 2:9 But you are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a set-apart nation, a people for
a possession,

1 Pe 2:9 ….who called you out of darkness into His marvelous light, 2:10 who
once were not a people, but now the people of Yahuah; who had not obtained
compassion, but now obtained compassion. 2:11 Beloved ones, I appeal to you
as sojourners and pilgrims, to abstain from fleshly lusts which battle against the
life, 2:12 having your behavior among the gentiles good so that when they
speak against you as evil-doers, let them, by observing your good works, esteem
Yahuah in a day of visitation.

Not every action deserves a
REACTION. Our expectation is
not for today but for eternity.
Lowering ourselves to the
standard of the world will not
bring us esteem when we are
judged for our actions. But our
restraint will be a testimony of
Yahuah working within us.

YAHUAH IS CALLING
EVERYONE
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THERE ARE THOSE WHO DO NOT ANSWER THE CALL

UNTIL THE WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY IS SHUT DOWN

THE CHOSEN ARE FOR A SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITY OR TASK
THIS IS NOT EVERYONE.

ONCE YOU MASTER THE STATE
OF BEING CALLED, (LEARNING
TO LISTEN AND RESPOND)
THEN…

YAHUAH MAY CHOOSE YOU
FOR A SPECIFIC TASK OR
RESPONSIBILITY.
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By getting Yahuah’s Word and thus understanding His Will in our heads and
hearts we will be more than ready to handle whatever comes our way and maybe
able to assist Yahuah further in His will.
If we keep trying to make ourselves special by assigning incorrect labels or
designations our foundational understanding of what Yahuah wants will not be
TRUSTworthy. We need to major on the majors of learning how to stay on the
path and keep watch on the dangers we don’t see that will trip us up.
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To be untouchable by this world is to be
embraced by Yahuah. To be embraced by
Yahuah is to walk in His word, guided by
His Spirit and covered by His Son.
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